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Determination of conformationally heterogeneous states of
proteins
Michele Vendruscolo

Although conformationally heterogeneous states of proteins

are involved in a range of important biological processes,

including protein folding and misfolding, and signal

transduction, detailed knowledge of their structure and

dynamics is still largely missing. Proteins in many of these

states are constantly changing shape, such that they are better

described as ensembles of conformations rather than in terms

of well-defined structures, as is normally the case for native

states. Methods in which molecular simulations are combined

with experimental measurements are emerging as a powerful

route to the accurate determination of the conformational

properties of these states of proteins.
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Introduction
Non-native states of proteins play crucial roles in many

aspects of molecular and cell biology. They include those

that appear during biosynthesis in the ribosome and

degradation in the proteasome, those populated by intrin-

sically unstructured peptides and proteins, the intermedi-

ates and transition states sampled during the folding of

globular proteins, and the variety of pathogenic misfolded

multimeric species implicated in a range of neurodegen-

erative and systemic disorders, such as Alzheimer’s and

Parkinson’s disease, and type II diabetes [1,2]. States of

this type pose a formidable challenge for structure deter-

mination, because, in many cases, they are inherently

flexible and conformationally highly heterogeneous.

It has long been recognized that native states also con-

stantly undergo structural fluctuations, and that these

dynamics are important for enzymatic catalysis, ligand

binding and the formation of biomolecular complexes [3–

10]. Such motions are usually represented by structural

fluctuations around a well-defined conformation, and

powerful techniques are available to calculate these aver-

age structures and their related dynamics [11–14]. This

description, however, is not suitable in the case of highly

heterogeneous states, as the reference structure melts

down and the protein populates conformations with very

dissimilar structures. These states might be considered to

represent the ‘liquid phase’ of proteins [15].

The information necessary to characterize in detail con-

formationally heterogeneous states is difficult to acquire

experimentally for several reasons. First, the intrinsic

dynamics of these states require their definition as ensem-

bles of conformations, thus demanding more information

than that required for native states. Second, such

dynamics make it challenging to use many of the standard

spectroscopic and diffraction techniques available for

native states. Third, the translation of experimental

measurements into structural information in many cases

might only be possible in a semi-quantitative manner.

A view is emerging in which sparse experimental data

available for protein structure determination are comple-

mented with the use of a priori information [16], for

example, about backbone dihedral angles, rotameric

states of sidechains, and van der Waals and electrostatic

interactions between atoms. This type of information can

be provided through the use of force-fields in molecular

dynamics [7,16,17] or through effective potentials derived

from protein structure databases [18�]. An essential aspect

of this type of approach, which requires the use in

structure determination procedures of information that

has not been specifically measured experimentally, is the

development of methods to carefully assess the validity of

the structural models produced.

Recent advances in the development of methods for

generating ensembles of structures representing confor-

mationally heterogeneous states of proteins are reviewed

here, with an emphasis on the conceptual problems

related to the translation of experimental information

into structural models.

Methods of conformational sampling and
structure determination
Several approaches have been proposed for characterizing

non-native states that differ in the particular way in which

experimental measurements are combined with the a

priori information. The use of molecular dynamics simu-

lations without inclusion of experimental measurements

provides a range of opportunities, which have been

explored in a series of recent studies that have provided,
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for the first time, a description of the structure and

dynamics of proteins in their non-native states [17,19–

22]. In another type of strategy, the experimental infor-

mation is used to filter out conformations in disagreement

with observations from a previously generated ensemble

of conformations [23�,24,25]. The success of this approach

relies on the ability of the conformational sampling to

explore states that are populated with significant prob-

ability by the protein in solution.

An approach that has been considered more recently

involves extending to highly heterogeneous states

methods of structure determination that have been devel-

oped for native states. In this approach, the experimental

information is used to construct structural restraints to be

used in molecular simulations. The sampling is biased to

take place in regions of conformational space that are

consistent with the available experimental information.

In favourable cases, interproton distances derived from

nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs) in NMR spec-

troscopy can be used to define the structures of unfolded

states [24,26,27�]. In a series of recent studies, NMR

chemical shift information has been used to restrain

molecular simulations to obtain structural models of

the molten globule of a-lactalbumin at increasing con-

centrations of urea [28], of two intermediate states of

mutational variants of the Fyn SH3 domain [29�] and of a

partially unfolded form of the photoactive yellow protein

[30�].

From average structures to conformational
ensembles
The heterogeneous nature of many of the states popu-

lated by proteins makes it necessary to represent them as

ensembles of conformations. Such ensembles provide an

effective way to represent the fluctuations around an

average structure [13]. Even more crucially, they can also

represent situations in which an average structure is

missing altogether and the protein constantly changes

its overall shape [31�,32�]. The absence of a clearly

defined reference state, which is, for example, signalled

by the presence of multiple rotameric states even in the

hydrophobic core of folded proteins [13,33–35], is typical

of non-native states of proteins in the presence of a

substantial amount of residual structure. NMR spec-

troscopy is uniquely suitable to monitor this type of

behaviour and a variety of techniques have been

exploited [2]. The analysis of transverse relaxation rates

(R2) was interpreted in terms of the formation of clusters

of transient non-native clusters of hydrophobic residues

in hen lysozyme [36]. In a recent study, residual dipolar

couplings (RDCs) were used to suggest specific confor-

mational preferences for the natively unfolded form of

a-synuclein [23�]. The use of paramagnetic resonance

enhancement (PRE) effects in combination with protein

mutagenesis has also enabled the characterization of the

structural propensities of a series of proteins, including

the D131D fragment of staphylococcal nuclease [37�,38],

acyl-coenzyme A binding protein (ACBP) [32�] and

a-synuclein [31�,39].

The problem of determining ensembles of structures

represents an area of intense research and many concep-

tual problems remain to be solved to establish compu-

tational techniques capable of providing accurate

solutions. The most immediate difficulty arises from

the availability of only a small number of experimental

restraints. This problem, known as overfitting (or under-

restraining; Figure 1), has been studied in detail in the

case of native states [40,41] and is essentially caused by

the lack of sufficient information. The impact of over-

fitting can be limited, at least in principle, either by

developing new experimental techniques or by using

16 Folding and binding

Figure 1

Schematic representation of the probability distribution [P(rab)] of the

distance (rab) between two atoms (a and b) in a highly heterogeneous

state of a protein. The true probability distribution (a) (green line) is

compared with the distributions (red lines) obtained in the presence of

(b) under-restraining (overfitting) and (c) over-restraining (underfitting),

which are broader and narrower, respectively.
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the information provided by force-field molecular

dynamics simulations. By contrast, the incorrect use of

the available information may result in the problem of

over-restraining (or underfitting) [42��] (Figure 1), which

occurs, for instance, when the restraints are imposed too

tightly (e.g. on backbone v angles [43]). This problem

becomes especially challenging when NMR techniques

are applied to proteins in highly dynamic states, as, in this

case, experimental measurements provide time- and

ensemble-averaged values for structural observables that

should be carefully analysed. If, for example, several

average interatomic distances are imposed on a single

molecule, the only conformations compatible with this

type of restraint might be compact ones (Figure 2). As a

consequence of the time and ensemble averaging during

the acquisition of NMR spectra, not all the interatomic

contacts detected experimentally need to be simul-

taneously present in any given conformation

(Figure 2). For instance, the D131D fragment of staphy-

lococcal nuclease was represented as a rather compact and

native-like ensemble by imposing PRE-derived distances

on a single molecule in the simulations [38]. When

instead the experimental distances were imposed as

averages over many molecules (replicas), a much more

expanded ensemble of conformations was obtained, in

which states with an overall native-like topology were

present but with very low statistical weights [37�].

Approaches in which NMR observables are interpreted

in terms of ensemble averages are also useful for deter-

mining ensembles of conformations representing the

dynamics in the native state. By combining the infor-

mation provided by NOE effects and NMR S2 order

parameters or by RDCs, it was recently shown that it is

possible to simultaneously determine the structure and

dynamics of proteins [13,44,45�].

Although the introduction of molecular simulations with

ensemble-averaged restraints reduces the problem of

over-restraining, it also incurs the dangers of under-

restraining (overfitting), because multiplying the number

of molecules in the simulation increases the amount of

experimental information that is needed for structure

determination. A significant advance in this respect was

made recently by the introduction of the MUMO (mini-

mal under-restraining minimal over-restraining) pro-

cedure, in which both overfitting and underfitting are

simultaneously minimized [42��]. The approach is based

on the use of different types of ensemble averaging for

different observables. In the first application, two replicas

for NOEs (as they tend to give rise to the problem of

overfitting [40]) and eight replicas for S2 order parameters

(as they tend to give rise to the problem of underfitting

[46]) were used to show that native state ensembles can

be calculated with very high accuracy [42��].

How can an ensemble of structures be
accurately defined?
To define the individual conformation of a protein, one

can specify the coordinates of all its atoms (e.g. by

analyzing electron density maps), the distances between

its atom pairs (e.g. by performing NOE or PRE measure-

ments), or the orientations of interatomic vectors either

with respect to each other (e.g. by considering J-couplings

or chemical shifts) or relative to an external direction (e.g.

by using RDCs). In order to define a heterogeneous

conformational ensemble, one should, in principle,

Determination of conformationally heterogeneous states of proteins Vendruscolo 17

Figure 2

Illustration of the problem of over-restraining (underfitting). NMR measurements of the compact state represented in (a) result in distances

similar to those observed for the equilibrium ensemble of more expanded conformations outlined in (b–d). This situation arises because averaging

with the inverse sixth power of the distance, as is the case, for example, in PRE measurements [38], implies that, most of the time, atom pairs

are at distances greater than the average values provided by the experiments. In the example shown, this type of measurement will identify atom

pair b–c as being in contact, although these two atoms are actually in contact (closed circle) only in conformation (b), but not (open circles) in

conformations (c) and (d). The use of structural restraints imposed on the average values of observables taken over multiple copies (replicas)

of the protein molecule in simulations is designed to alleviate the problem of over-restraining (underfitting) [42��].
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specify all the conformations in the ensemble together

with their statistical weights. In practice, one possibility is

to characterise the ensemble by providing the distance

distributions for many of its pairs of atoms. This option

appears attractive, as the use of single-molecule and

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) methods

is proving capable of providing distance distributions [47–

50]. In addition, preliminary studies suggest that such

distance distributions could be reconstructed when a

sufficient number of average distances are measured,

for example, through PRE effects [31�,32�,37�]. At least

in principle, however, this information may not be suffi-

cient, because in the presence of correlated motions, joint

distributions for pairs of interatomic distances might be

different even for two ensembles with the same distance

distributions for individual atom pairs. The measurement

of scalar or residual dipolar couplings could lift this

degeneracy by providing additional information about

the distributions of the orientations of internuclear vec-

tors. In addition, one can anticipate that methods for the

determination of time and space correlation functions

[51�,52,53] will provide new opportunities for achieving

an accurate description of structural ensembles represent-

ing the correlated dynamics of proteins.

Validation methods for conformational
ensembles
As both the translation of the experimental information

into structural restraints and their use in computational

schemes require a range of assumptions, the structures

that have been determined should be critically assessed to

establish whether they are in conflict with other types of

independent information that may be available. Several

methods of validation have been considered. The internal

consistency of a structure determination procedure can be

verified by using only a subset of restraints and testing

whether the remaining ones are reproduced (cross-

validation) [43]. The use of cross-validation, however,

although reducing the danger of overfitting, might not

protect against over-restraining, especially in the case of

highly heterogeneous ensembles of structures [31�,32�,

37�,38]. In alternative validation methods, the statistical

properties of the conformations obtained can be compared

with those in structural databases. These methods have

become highly sophisticated for native states [18�,43], but

it may be too early to apply them to non-native states, as

large repositories of high-resolution structures are not yet

available.

A stringent method of validation involves using the

calculated structures to make predictions about exper-

imental measurements that were not employed as

restraints. This approach has only begun to be applied

to non-native states of proteins. The intermediate state

for the folding of Im7, which was determined using

protection factors from hydrogen exchange as restraints

in molecular dynamics simulations, was validated by

using NMR chemical shifts and protein engineering

F-value measurements [54�]. The transition states for

the folding of barnase, determined fromF-value restraints,

were validated by predicting the results of double-mutant

cycle experiments [55�]. Suitable types of experimental

parameters for validating (or indeed generating) non-

native states include FRET-derived distances [47–50]

and several NMR observables, such as RDCs [23�],

PRE-derived distances [31�,32�,37�,38], J-couplings [56],

chemical shifts [29�], R2 values [36] and protection factors

from hydrogen exchange [54�]. The future exploitation of

these techniqueswill direct current efforts towards increas-

ing the resolution of structures of non-native states of

proteins, including complex cases such as the oligomeric

assemblies associated with amyloid formation and the

nascent chains in the ribosome.

Conclusions
The characterization at high resolution of conformation-

ally heterogeneous states of proteins is challenging prim-

arily because the dynamics of these statesmake it difficult

both to obtain accurate experimental measurements and

to translate them into a source of structural information.

These states have structural features that are difficult to

extract by extending experimental and theoretical tech-

niques developed to describe native states (for which a

reference structure is well defined) or highly denatured

states (for which random-coil models are often well sui-

ted), and they require the development of computational

methods for determining ensembles of structures. The

use of sparse experimental information as ensemble-

averaged restraints in molecular simulations represents

a promising approach that should enable progress to be

made from the current outline representations to highly

accurate structural ensembles.
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